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Evans, Adams Address
Students Today, Friday

Campus political awareness
will be charged today and Fri-

day.
Governor Daniel Evans will
address students at 11 a.m. Friday m Pigott Auditorium. Congressman from the Seventh District, Brock Adams, will meet

No. 41

Bellarmine Coeds Gain Changes
Four changes m Bellarmine
Hall living rules are m effect
this quarter as a result of Bellarmine leadership and Associated Women Students (AWS) sup-

ished. An honor system, long applied to junior coeds, is now
used for the sophomores.
THE SYSTEM of floor signouts is m abeyance from 6-11
port.
p.m. A color-coded card system,
THETIME at whichsophomore m operation 24 hours a day, is
and junior coeds must return to replacing the sign-out procedure.
the dorms has been lengthened
These alterations m Bellarfrom 1:30 a.m. to 2 a.m. on mine policy were implemented
Fridays and Saturdays. Coeds on March 2. The changes are
also are granted late leaves un- no t necessarily permanent or
til midnight during the rest of guaranteed; a trial period will
the week.
determine their effect.
According to Allison Fry, AWS
Bellarmine residents over 21
have unlimited hours. They must president, the newpolicies should
sign-in at the desk upon their be long-lasting. Only if the majority of the coeds transgressthe
return however.
The nightly room check of liberalized rules would the Unisophomore coeds has been abol- versity rescind them, she stated.

Dr. Hickey, Long-time

Professor, Succumbs

with students at an informal coffee hour from 11 a.m. to noon
today m the Bellarmine Snack
Bar.
The governor will speak on
"Problems Facing State and National Government." The event
is sponsored by the Political
Union and the Young Republi-

In the absence of massive
policy violations, the dorm
changes will automaticallygo into effect next year at Bellarmine.
A letter from Agnes Reilly,
dean of women, explains that
with regard to the new coed
rights, "the residents must as-

cans.

sume the responsibility of protecting them."

Grad Dies
In Vietnam
Brady,
Lt.

Housing March
Scheduled Friday

Second
Jack
1966
June graduate of S.U. was killed
m Vietnamlast Thursday. Brady,
a sociologymajor, becameS.U.s
first known graduatekilled while
fighting m the Vietnam war.
He graduated fromBellarmine
m Tacoma m 1960 and worked
at the Blue Banjo while attending

A "pilgrimage" from St.
James Cathedral to the Municipal Building m support of open
housing will be led by an ad hoc
committee called "Now" at 7:30
a.m. Friday, April 19, the day of
scheduled open housing hearings.
The members of the committee, who include Haskell Humes
of the NAACP, 1953 City Council
candidate Mrs. Shirley Siegel,

S.U.

and U.W. social science instructor Kord Roosen-Runge, are protesting the hearings.
GOV. DANIEL EVANS
Dr. Richard Hickey, long-time
They were requested by City
member of S.U.s English de- Council President Floyd Miller,
partment died Thursday m a who gave the reason that ordiSeattle hospital. He was 72. Re- nances now afforded an open
quiem Mass and burial were m hearingrisk being overturned by
Victoria, Texas. Hickey was a the State legislature.
native of Texas.
"We would like to think that
Memorial services will be this is the only reason," a comsaid on campus when his family mittee spokesman said. "HowAllegations that a recent drop
ever, it also offers an opportureturns from Texas.
Army Reserve Officer Trainm
Hickey was a member of the nity
bigoted
of
statements
to be channeled again into ing Corps enrollment is a result
Englishdepartment for 21years,
from 1947-68. An expert m word Seattle living rooms. This, we of the Vietnam war were refuted
derivations, Hickey was acting feel, can only serve to heighten by Col. C. P. Hannum, national
head of ROTC, during a visit
racial tensions."
chairman from 1958-62.
here last week.
He received a B.A. from DayCol. Hannum, at S.U. to gauge
ton University and a Ph.D. m
opinions of ROTC students and
Students interested m the
English Literature from Freeinstructors on improvements m
Political Union presidency
burg University m Freeburg,
the program, said that the drop
by
ThursDwyer
contact Jim
Switzerland.
overall enrollment was due to
m
day 2 p.m.
He was named Professor
scuttling of compulsory milithe
gradthe
1967
June
Dwyer
duty
Emeritus at
took over
as
training on many camtary
uation ceremonies.
Political Union president this
puses.
Before coming to S.U. he
year whenDan O'Donnell was
"The men we lost," he said,
taught at St. Mary's m San Annamed a state legislator for
"were
freshmen and sophothe 37th District m Seattle.
tonio and Rockhurst m Kansas
mores who would not have
City.

Memorial services will be
scheduled later m the quarter.
Surviving are his wife, Diane
Schneider, a 1965 S.U. graduate
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Brady of Tacoma.

Colonel Refutes
Vietnam Factor

......

DR. HICKEY

Publication Board Votes 7-2

No Special System for Spec
By KERRY WEBSTER

The S.U. Publications
Board ruled Thursday that
The Spectator must submit
to the demands of ASSU
Treasurer Leo Hindery that it
close its separate checking ac-

counts and come under the
University purchase-order system.
Two important concessions
were granted the newspaper,
however, during the three-hour
meeting. The entire allotment
for spring quarter of $4300,
which was promised m September, will be granted, instead of
the $2000 offered by Hindery;
and the practice of reviewing
The Spectator's allotment quarterly rather than yearly will be
stopped.
THE DEMAND that a ceiling
of $1000 be placed upon commissions earned by The Spectator advertising manager was
dropped.
The ruling was passed by a
7-2 vote. In favor were Fr. Gerard Steckler, S.J., faculty senate; Fr. Timothy Cronin, S.J.,
chairman; Lane Smith, Seattle
Times; Larry McDonald, alumni
association; Ron Perry, student
senate; Rob Bastasch, studentat-large,and Pat Bradley,ASSU.
Opposed were Lynne Berry,
Spectator, and MaggieKennedy,
Aegis.

stayed with the program anyway. Enrollment m the upper divisions has increased during the
past two years, as has our yearly officer output."
SEVERAL publications,notably the Wall Street Journal, had
jumped to the conclusion that
the overall enrollment drop
wouldbe reflected m the number
of graduatingofficers.
"This is not so," Hannum declared. He cited as proof the
raise m junor year enrollments
from 12,000 cadets m 1964 to
nearly 20,000 m 1968.
"Many more forward-thinking
young men are coming to the
conclusion that the best way to
fulfill their military obligation is
as an officer, and that the best
way to achieve that status is
through ROTC," he stated.
Most ROTC officers commissioned go through a four-year
training program at his home
college, with one summer "boot
camp" session. Recently, however, the Army began experimenting with a two-year program, begun m the junior year,
with both summers before graduation spent m rigoroustraining.
Col. Hannum indicated that,
since two-year cadets have been
able to meet the same standards
as those with longer training,
more emphasis may be put on

the program.
IN MAKING his yearly tours
of college campuses, Col. Hannum has been to many m which
ROTC cadets were the subjects
of protests and demonstrations.
"The cadet is the manifestation on campus of an unpopular
war," said Hannum. "They
come m for a lot of harrassing,
because they are the closest
thing the dissident elements can
Members Bob Bastasch, Ron Perry, Spec- get their hooks into."
tator Adviser Mary Elyane Grady, BusiFive ROIT Cadets
ness Manager Mike Palandri and Board
Win Scholarships
Chairman Fr. Timothy Cronin, S.J.

CONFLICT AND CONCESSIONS: The
Spectator's finances were debated last
Tuesday evening m a meeting of the publications Board. Pondering The Spectator's fate are from left to right, Board
Leo Hindery, ASSU Treasurer, Treasurer's office constitute a
Mike Palandri, Spectator Busi- direct or indirect control over
ness Manager, andMary Elayne the editorial policies of thenewsGra dy, Spectator moderator, paper?
The Spectator representatives
spent nearly two and a half
hours presenting their respect- said yes; direct supervision of
ive cases. The major questions any newspaper's finances would
m dispute boiled down to these: tend to give the supervisors en1. Would the removal of Spec- ormous leverage.
Hindery said no; purchase ortator monies to the University

ders do not require the signature of the ASSU Treasurer.
"We do not want to hinder
The Spectator," he declared,
"but we do feel that if we are
to contribute 45 percent of its
budget, we want an accounting
of that money."
Later, however, m reply to
(Continued on page 8)

The Sixth Army has awarded
five scholarships to Seattle University ROTC Cadets. The students are Larry Damman, Ken
Dobson, Norm Mattson, Larry
Naehr, and Mark Rogala, all
sophomores. They will receive
full tuition, text books, lab fees
and $50 a month m their third
and fourth years. Upon graduation each will serve four years
active duty.
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Editorial

Lottery Laudable

Imagine that George Wallace, the firebrand Southerner, were to endorse the recently passed federal
open-housing legislation while still championing the

states' rights (or segregationist) principle.
Critics could logically say that Wallace's means cancel out his end, that is separation of the races.
Democratic Senators Eugene McCarthy and Robert
Kennedy move m apparent parallel logic to the hypothetical Wallace policy. Both men entered the presidential campaign because of opposition to the Vietnam war.
This peace goal (or end) might logically be reached
by the abolition of the draft, as many peacenik demonstrators clamor. However the two anti-Vietnam senators
reject this means as unrealistic.
One means, to attain their end of stabilization m
Southeast Asia, and the world, is to re-structure the U.S.
military system. The two senators, both of whom cater to
the American young, would realign the draft to adversely affect the deferment system which currently protects
the young.
Kennedy and McCarthy opt for a lottery system and
the end of the unfair deferment system. Deferments
create inequities m the society at large; those of lowerincome and less education are the primary draftees.
A lottery draft method would alleviate these societal injustices; it would also create a more democratic
army.
Some would object that the two senators are undercutting their own cause: the initiation of a lottery would
weaken the educational establishment, a bastion of support for both men.
Yet overall a lottery system would create a more
equitable and rational armed forces. Unlike the Wallace
hypothesis, the democratic lottery would aid m the enforcement of a goal for sustained peace m the world.
The senators are not cancelling means with ends
m their push for a lottery.

CAMPVS FORVM
Friendship Sealed
To the editor:

Three children ran across the
sand
Arm m arm; hand m hand.
They stopped, stooped, and
spied a shell;
A shell, they knew, had tales to
tell.
—
They listened to it one by one
A talking shell just might be fun.
Each story mirrored each
questioning face,
For each was the fate of the

human race.
Her almond eyes opened wide
And her yellow skin glistenod with
pride

As she was told of her land and

those
Who fought and died for the
freedom they chose.
He put the shell to his little
black ear
And heard of the freedom his
people thought dear.
Then it was a life of slavery;
Now it's equality to fight for
bravely.

Riots, bombings, marching,

.. .

strife
That's not the way to better
a life.
Her pale small hand took the
shell of the sea
And she was told of a world of
tranquillity.

She learned it is their task to
mold
A place of love for all to behold.
The shell is lying alone on the
beach,

Three children have grown and
left to teach.
Of the children who ran across
the sand
Arm m arm; hand m hand.
Friends m a cove untouched by
prejudiced land
Friendship sealed by yellow,
black and white hands.
Pam Haley
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It's No Secret
To the editor:
Last week, like all the rest of
the S.U. students, I received a
packet of computer cards from the
Office of the ASSU President. As
is well known, these cards will
give me the privilege of anonymously rating my professors from
last quarter. In fact, the accompanying letter states, "Do not return the card with your name on
it. No one will know your comments therefore but you." It's sort
of like a secret ballot, the American way. Like many officials, I'll
bet the ASSU President is proud of
this ideal, but at the same time
he's probably saying, "If I only
knew who these guys were Icould
really make a good comparison."
What he's not telling you is that
he does know who you are, because your student number is on
every card you return. If you don't
believe it count the letters printed

on the card and then the number
of columns punched, or take thp
cards to the computer enter and
find out for yourself.
All bitterness aside, Iagree with
the president of the student body.
If the critique is to be valuable
the students' names must be
known for comparison. Mv objection lies m the fact that the wool
is being pulled over my eyes, and
if it has been done once it will
probably be done again. Ihave no
doubt that the persons involved
are basically honest and that the
course critique will have some
value, but it's too bad that a study
value.
Mike Heneghan

The Spectator

S.U. Honors Program Expands;
Named as 'Best in the Nation'

SMOKESCREEN: Sophomore Honors Students peer
through the smoke of their seminar as philosophy has
its day.
BY CYNTHIA WHETSELL

S.U.s Honors Program has
been declared the best m the
nation by Professor Joseph
Cohn, formerly Executive Director of the Inter-University
Conference on the Superior Stu-

Dance Contest

Dress Attire

Prizes:

Ist Dinners at Tacoma Black
Angus
2nd Gift Certifcates from Bernie's
& Lyon's on the Mall
3rd Burgers from Highland Hill
McDonalds

ture.
THE CLASSES integrate these
topics and proceed historically
from Hindu times to the present.
Dialogue-seminars, together
with weekly paper conference
tutorials constitute the core of
the curriculum.
The University has formally
approved an expansion of the
program to include an additional 20 students. Next fall art will
be integrated into the program.
Artists and art historians will
appear to discuss the art, architecture, sculpture, and music
of the periods studied.
A SCIENCE section designed
for the non-science major will
also be included. It will not be
required for Honors students,
but it is hoped that participation m this program will offer
a more total view of the cultural
periods covered.

careers."

FULL AND partial scholarships are awarded to Honors
students at the discretion of the
honors program. The university
also has many other scholarships that can be granted to
participating students.
All the credits earned by
Honor students are fully and
automatically transferable to
S.U. Because the program m
its present scope is designed to
cover two years, the student
must take additional courses as
an undergraduate to receive a
bachelor's degree. It is possible
for a student to graduate m
three years, especially by gaining credits through examination.

Class Seeks Key To Alcoholism
By SHERYL HENRY
"Because alcoholism is a di-

sease, m a few months the U.S.
Supreme Court will probably
rule the jailing of alcoholics unconstitutional," Father James
E. Royce, instructor m psychology and Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at S.U., said
recently.
Father Royce is presently instructing the Seventeenth Annual Symposium on Alcoholism
and he feels that especially because of this pending decision
the public needs to understand
the disease.
"THE ALCOHOL problem is
largely due to widespreadignorance and confused attitudes because Of prohibition," Father
Royce noted. Classes such as the
Symposium must be advanced,
and rehabilitation centers must
be built and supported.
Father Royce is affiliated with
the Cedar Hills Rehabilitation
Center m south King County.
"Cedar Hills is the newest and
most important development m

alcoholic rehabilitation," Father guest speakers from many proRoyce said, "because it repre- fessional fields," Father Royce
sents the cooperation of federal, commented.
state and county governments to
Such subjects as the magnicope with the problem."
tude of the alcohol problem, the
REHABILITATION at Cedar psychology
and pharmacologyof
Hills concentrates on four areas: alcohol, the psychopathological
physical, vocational, group-liv- and progressive nature of the
ing and "learningto live without disease,
and its relations to tudrink," Father Royce commentand otherhealth probberculosis
largest
of
the
aspects
ed. One
is lems will be discussed. The
vocationalrehabilitation. "These
people need something to do class will learn of the Alcoholics
Anonymous and the types of
once on their own or they will medical treatment
and rehabilialcohol,"
turn back to
Father tation available for alcoholics.
Royce said. Job training and
skill training are taught at the
Center to assist cured alcoholics
once m society again.
Father Royce's alcoholism
symposium meets the problem
from the education level. He
feels that "the long-range solution to the problem depends on
L
education. "Apparently the class
~~625 Broadway E.—
is popular because enrollment
(Corner E. Roy)
increases each year, reaching
110 students this quarter.
"THE CLASS will attempt to
touch many of the aspects of the
alcohol problem and will feature

Deluxe
Steak House
and Tavern

Our
philosophy

GOING TO THE R.O.T.C. BALL?
For the Best m Hair Fashions See

EA 2-1717
310 Harvard East
UAID

"

—"

matter m the two-year program

includes thought (philosophyand
theology), history, and litera-

dent. The reputation of the program has also earned S.U. the
honor of hosting the National
Convention for the National
Collegiate Honors Council m
October.
Mr. James Tallarico, acting
director, emphasized that "the
program is not expressly for
the superior student or for
someone who already knows
how to study. It is primarily a
work-training program for the
person who wishes to develop
as fully as possible the basic
skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking."
There are approximately 50
students enrolledm theprogram
at present. Most of these take
part m the regular honors proTallarico believes that "much
gram which involves 14 hours
a week for two years. The gen- of one's education comes from
eral honors program covers one talk with other students." The
year. At present the subject seminar approach provides an

—
DANCE CONCERT

10 p.m. to I a.m.

ideal situation for this. In his
teaching method, he tries to
form an equal basis with his
students whereby the learning
process works two ways from
teacher to student and from
student to teacher.
TWO STUDENTS involved m
the program generated confidence and enthusiasm m the
program. Barbara Trachte, an
economics major, stated "it
teaches me so many things that
I couldn't find m the regular
university."
Jeanne Harrie, a history major, commented that "one develops the ability to criticize
and question intelligently. The
more you read and learn to
form solid opinions, the more
you can contribute something to
a discussion."
APPLICATIONS are still being accepted from freshmen and
sophomores interested m the
challenge of this unique liberal
education. Tallarico emphasized
that "the department needs students who want to learn because
for them learning satisfies a
profound personal need, as well
as preparing them for their

—
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Technology Creates Leisure, Problems
By TED COOPER
world in which

I^HEtoday is surrounded bywescien-

live

tific technology to the point at which the
layman is lost trying to understand it
and generally accepts it as a benevolent
offering.

and with more leisure is denied by
no one. The unrest that accompanies
scientific advancement is the application
of the scientific discoveries to a world
at large— a world that is basically unscientific. These problems pervade all
the fields of human endeavor because
the technology of science has found its
way into all areas of human life. A few
of the more pertinent and pressing
problems include the use of atomic
bombs in any form of warfare, the use
of nerve gas on riot crowds, defoliation
of Vietnam by nuclear devices, possible
use of lasers and masers as weapons in
Vietnam, extent and limitation of heart
and brain transplant in humans, air and
water pollution due to automotive and
industrial waste, and use and control of
drugs such as marijuana, LSD and STP.

free to discover truth no matter where
it leads him. The scientist is not bound
by a code which demands that he must
publish what he finds. A scientific discovery has no idealistic claim that it
must always be meaningful to the world
no matter what its consequences.

Since 1900, staggering advancements
AND THEN there is the time-honored
have been made.Mostof them were made
argument that despite the fact that some
within the lifetime of our parents from
things best remain undiscovered, there
whom we, the collegiate leaders of the
are other scientists in other countries
last part of the twentieth century, inmight discover them first and use
who
herit the worldand its problems. Listed
them again us. Many arguments on both
below are some of the more interestsides tell the scientist to discover and
ing and important developments with the
not to discover; but in general, the
year they were first discovered.
scientists go right on discovering, and
1900— first practical motorcycle.
the problems they create are still with
us.
1901—— first steam turbine in public use.
To ascribe total responsibility to any
1902 rayon patented.
one
from the arguments that have been
1903— first successful airplane flown.
WHEN FACED with these problems,
mentioned seems prejudicial and hasty.
radio
atomic
plastic,
especially
first
1906— first man-made
those which involve
To see where the real responsibility lies,
explosions, the lay public rises up in intube.
it is necessary to understand the basic
1909— first color moving picture and sub- dignation and asks: who made these
nature of science itself.
them?
responsible
and
who
for
things
is
sequent censor board.
answer
that
Science is a method, not an end. Its
question
the
is
1913— cracking process for gasoline from To the first made them, or more propresults are pragmatic and limited. The
the
scientist
crude oil.
Ted Cooper. 21. is a fourth year history of discovery has generally been
erly, discovered them. But nobody
major from Spokane. one of trial and error, and science is no
1914— liquid fuel rocket patented.
physics
responsibility,
to
the
full
accept
wants
opened
in
are wanderfirst
birth
control
clinic
blame
points
1916—
the finger of
Washington. He is a graduate of exception. Its experiments
and everybody
a given point of reference
New York.
at someone else.
Gonzaga Preparatory High School ings from
into unknown and unmeasured quant1922— first microfilm process patented.
In our present age, a large and new and an alumnus of S.U.'s honors ities. A discovery in science
occurs when
1927 Lindberg's transatlantic solo, first consensus formed whichbelieves that the program. Cooper succeeded Vic two of these wanderings cross paths and
television program.
scientist has the prime responsibility for Walling
as head of the course give man a reference point from which
technological problems. He created the
1928— penicillindiscovered.
view the unknown territory around
critique
though
they
have been of
to be published this to
devices which,
this
intersection of measurements. A
1930— planet Pluto discovered,radar first preat aid, have also the source of prob- spring.
He is a member of Alpha frontier of the "unknown" is only conused, synthetic rubber discovered.
lems. Who is to use them, when are Sigma Nu. and his outside inter- quered when these paths form a network
—
1933— first lung removal.
they to be used, to what extent and how
science, electronics of intersections such that between any
1935 artifical heart invented, first heart may they be used in a given circum- ests include
two points in the territory no barriers
skiing.
and
operation.
stance?
Only when this happens can the
exists.
is
being,
government
For
time
the
1936— first radioactive medical treatmeasured quantities, and proterms,
problems
only
saddled with these
since
ment.
make an inane comment such as
has
to
cedures
of one science become immedibody,
can create
it, as a law-making
1938— nylon discovered.
billion is a roll of dollar bills laic ately convertible into those of another;
—
legislative control and see that the en- "a
end to end from here to the moon."
1939 helicopter discovered.
it is by this procedure that science atactments are carried out. However, this
only
reallj
scientist
tains its standards for proof and disSince
the
can
1940— electron microscope invented.
inefficient,
often proves cumbersomeand
proof.
own
But before any of the standards
the
of
his
facts
grasp
significance
politicians
and not
1942— first nuclear reactor demonstrated.
for law-makers are
are established, the methodof trial and
growing consensus wouldrathei
1944 — first eye bank opened.
scientists. Senators on subcommittees this new
error is the only starting point for scibehind closed doors 'hear scientists state that the scientist make laws to goverr
1945 atomic bomb on Hiroshima.
discoveries.
How
Hence the majority of a scientist's
control
his
own
ence.
and
and
then
the
invented,
them,
they
1946— Polaroid land camera
the facts as
see
time
is
often spent finding that which is
ever,
gov
impractical
this
seems
as
as
senators draw up a recommendation on
first ballistic missile.
not true, not verifiable or not consistent
science. What th<
1948— magnetic tape recorder announced, the facts as they see them and submit it ernment control of
with the rest of science. The proof of a
actually asking is thai
transistorinvented.
to the rest of its members who generally new consensus is
—
statement
often lies in Showing that all
personal
be
own
government
science
its
kidney
transplant.
pass the recommendationon the merits
1950 first successful
the other statements are false, and that
its own personal discoveries. Thej
1951— first color television program.
of the facts as they have seen them. overasking
that the scientist be respon only this one remains.
1955— structure of DNA and RNA mole- The trouble is few people have seen the are
development of his dis
sible
for
the
not
the
few
that
have
do
know
determined,
type
polio
facts,
Salk
and
cules
THERE HAVE been scientific and
implication they requin
By
coveries.
interpret
they
them once
have
how to
vaccine.
pseudo-scientific doctrines purporting to
that a scientist hide a discovery because
seen them.
1957— first Satellite in orbit.
'he believes it may be dangerous undei explain such things as beauty and re1958— first transistorized computer, laser
some circumstances. By doing this the ligion. But by science's own admission
terminology
THE
scientist
uses
WHEN
discovered.
it cannot prove these doctrines because
scientist would bear the full responsibilninth,"
politician
a
1960— birth control pills released for such as "ten to the
of its inability to prove that the opposite
public use.
often accuses him of confusing the issue itydoctrines are wrong. Science cannot
if
the
with
numerical
data.
Even
flight
space.
1961— first manned
into
mere
claim superiority to or even verification
SOME
YEARS
after
he
invented
th<
"billion,"
transplant.
1968— first human heart
scientist were to use trie term
of
the creative arts, philosophy,religion,
of
tube,
earl}
triod
was
the
basis
unimpressed.
In
which
That many of the discoveries listed a politician is often
history,
or related subjects. Science is
appalled
at
th<
radio,
Lee DeForest was
above have helped man to live better order to impress him, the scientist often
a method and as such it is a tool for
radio's commercial development. Bu these
disciplines to advance and solidify
despite 'his distaste for the first pro
their own ends and purposes. Thus withprams, he would not consent to hide th<
in the nature of science's own limitadiscovery solely because it might b(
which inabused. He contended that what he dis tions, something like religion,
awareness of the limits of
covered belonged to the large body o volves man'scognition,
retains an unasscientific truth, so he could not tampei his rational
sailable position alongside science bewith or delay its development.
it is outside the domainof science.
In opposition to this contention, thos< cause
returning to the fundamentals of
But
th(
pointed
to
of the new consensus often
"immoral" and "unethical" discoveries science, its requirements for existence
are simple. In its method, it must be
that Hitler's doctors made while per
free
to pursueits wanderings in all directh(
generally
operations
fatal
on
forming
Jews of Germany'sconcentration camps tions. In its formulations and hypotheses, there must be no fetters to sacred
Some of these doctors later defendec
opinions
Nuremberg
at
trial
of
or contentions which rightfully
the
themselves
with the response that besides following belong to the domain of science, except
that everything must permit verification
orders, they were seeking scientific trutf
through measurement. This freedom
which had to be discovered despite th<
regretable loss of lives. From the absur does not go so far as to permit any
means to the end of verification. The
dity of this blatant rationalism, the new
(Continued on page 5)
consensus deniesthat a scientist is realty

—
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Heeenf Trend inPsychology:

Behavior Therapy Has Arrived
continuity between desirable and unHARTMAN
Freud first formulated desirable modes Of adjustment. The
then be raised, how is behis theory of personality question may identified
desirable or
havior
to
be
and psycho-analysis, his ideas were ini- undesirable, adaptive as maladaptive?
or
tially rejected, and it was riot until after Generally,
because there is no disease
his death that 'his concepts became pop- entity involved
in the majority of subular.
display maladaptive behavior,
jects
who
In the area of psychotherapy the me- the designation of a behavior as pathdical model, whose foundations are ological is dependent upon the individbased on Freud's interpretations, was
society.
adopted. Currently the disease or medi- ual's
Regarding maladaptive behavior as
cal model is the most widely accepted
learned and as the "disease" itself
formulation of maladaptive behavior. both
However, within recent years there provides the foundation of behavior
has arisen a different approach to the therapy. Operating within this frameexplanation and treatment of maladap- work, behavior therapists observe and
tive behavior. This new discipline, be- modify overt behavior only. They have
which are derived
havior therapy, emerged partly as a re- adopted techniques
action to psycho-analysis and partly as from modern learning theory.
a consequence of the recent advanceTHE APPLICATION of behavior therments in experimental psychology.
apy has proven to be successful in the
ONE OF the basic differences between treatment of a wide range of neurotic
including phobias, hysteria,
the psycho-analytic and behavioristic symptoms
approaches to the treatment of neurosis enuresis, sexual disorders, tics, tension
and psychosis lies in the definition of stanes, and children's disorders. Rehave been
"abnormal" or maladaptive behavior. cently some improvements
Such behavior in psycho-analytic terms obtained even in psychotic illnesses.
Joseph Wolpe, one of the leaders in
is viewed as a disease, and like any
other physical ailment the symptoms this field, has developed several theraare manifestations of a more subtle peutic techniques on the basis of learnunderlying disorder or cause. It follows, ing theory. The most prominent of these
therefore, that treatment is aimed at is "systematic desensitization." The
technique is founded on the idea that
the underlying cause.
Maladaptive behavior in terms of the an individual cannot automatically realternate model is viewedas learnedbe- spond with anxiety and relaxation simhavior. The development and mainten- ultaneously. Therefore, the patient is
ance of such behavior is no different taught to respond with relaxation to an
from the development and maintenance event which formerly elicited an anxiety
of any other behavior. There is no dis- response.
By SUE

WHEN

In treating a phobic patient, for example, an inquiry is first conducted in
order to ascertain which events provoke
anxiety in the patient. From this a list
of these anxiety provoking stimuli is
made in the order of least to most disturbing.
THEN THE patient is relaxed, hypnotically or otherwise, and told to visualize the least threatening item which appears at the bottomof the list. If at any
time the patient begins to feel anxious
he signals with his hand. If the item was
visualized vividly and withoutundue disturbance, the therapist then proceeds to
the next item. Eventuallythe patient can
picture formerly noxious events without
any anxiety whatever. This ability to
imagine disturbing stimuli with tranquility then transfers to the real-life
Sue Harttnan is a senior psysituation.
chology major from River ton,
Many objections have been leveled at Wyoming. A consistent honor roll
this type of treatment. It is frequently
argued that treating behavior alone student at S.U.. Sue has been
leaves the basic causes for neurosis un- awarded a traineeship to the Unitouched, that this "superficial ap- versity of Minnesota, where she
proach" to the treatment Of neurotic be- will pursue her doctorate in counhavior is destined to bring about only seling. She is an avid skier.
temporary alleviation of symptoms and
may well aggravate the patient's condiIt is not the purpose of this article to
tion. Furthermore, it is only when the
"inner forces of the psyche" have been make a value judgment as to which
restored to harmonyby free association, system of therapy appears to be better.
transference and interpretation that the However, with its growing success and
popular appeal it seems as though beperson is normal again.
Behavior therapists counter this notion havior therapy will replace, to a large
by contending that the alleviation will be extent, the medical model which has
complete if the patient is not placed in dominated psychotherapy for the past
75 years.
the original traumatic situation.

Integrated Education
of science's struggle for self-assertion education fell farther behind. Incoming
college students exhibited an inordinate
during its embryonic stage.
As a result of the split, the West devel- fear of science courses.
oped not as an integrated organism, but
MORE SERIOUS was the popular beas a complicated bi-growth. Although
this split has existed from before the lief that science is essentially devoid of
tme of Galileo, there is no evidence that humanistic value, and that scientists contribute gadgets to their civilization. This
the arrangement is stable.
belief was dangerouslyinaccurate. Scienobvious
from
the
flourishing
It
is
of
artistic culture.
tists of the '60's are becoming one of the
These two cultures were not mutually European civilization that the two ele- most active groups in nationaland social
exclusive; many men experienced intel- ments can work harmoniously. But this affairs. Surveys have shown that physilectual development in both. Neither can can be attributed more to the common cists are the second most knowledgeable
it be said that they were complementary. drives and social experiences of the hu- professional group in national affairs.
Their spheres usually overlapped, often man beings involved than to any intrin- Almost all of the great scientists of our
producing tensions. Their fission was ac- sic quality of the system. Men differ in day have spent major portions of their
tually accidental and artificial, the result formal philosophy and education, not in time as government advisers. While
their basic natures.
many dismiss this intervention of scientists into areas beyond their competence,
IT WOULD seem logical that their comis certainly at odds with the traditional
it
gradually
origins
mon
and bases would
picture of scientists whichis enshrined in
Instead,
increased
unify these elements.
of American authors, and this
specialization and accelerated education collections
required explanation.
to
increase
their
distance.
Stucombined
Humanism has become a major force
dents of "liberal arts" high schools are
scientifically stunted by their sophomore in science only since the bomb. (By huyear. Colleges are too often unable to manism, Imean a concern for social and
offer meaningful science courses as part moral qualities in life.) After the war,
of their "liberal education." Students many physicists and mathematicians befrom predominantly technical high gan to have profound second thoughts
schools are similarly backward in the about their own role in developing the
nuclear weapons. Dismissed in popular
arts.
literature as the "White Sands synsteadily
Scientific education increased
drome," this re-examination was really
after the Second World War, until around a self-critical
attempt to re-evaluate the
1960. Then the number of students entering the sciences enigmatically began to entire scientific culture and to find its
decrease. The number of men who ac- meaningful place in the total ecology of
tually attained their B.S. declined even its civilization.
Paralleling this, environmental scienfaster.
By 1967 America had already begun to tists were growing more fearful that the
be failing as an environment.
feel the pinch of technologicalstarvation. city might
That year, corporations were able to hire Studies of urban neighborhoods indicated
only 75 per cent of the men necessary to that certain "pest conditions" appeared
past the nuisance stage,
Ray Panko, senior physics ma- fill their scientific positions. Universities to be increasing
biologists
and
and environmental
many
pressed
to find teachjor from Santa Barbara. Cali- were even harder
scientists began writing serious, correct
Engineering
ers.
its
held
lineuntil
around
fornia, makes his second contribu1965. then joined other fields in declining and somewhat frightening articles in
tion to the Journeyman. He had graduations. Europe, drained of its tal- popular magazines. The public met their
publishedas a sophomore,and has ent by wealthy American businesses, had attempts with mixed reactions. Rachel
"The Silent Spring" was republished in Fragments, the cam- already been in a state of crisis for a Carson'salternately
ceived
as a great revelation
pus literary magazine. The scien- decade.
grandstandplay.
and
as
a
decline can be traced in part to
tist-humanist is president of the theThis
American system of primary and
physics club and creative writers' secondary education, one of the poorest
THE PUBLIC has expressed underclub, secretary of Alpha Sigma in quality among the rich nations. Honor standable skepticism toward scientific
Nu, the men's Jesuit Honorary, societies found their roles filled in all writers. Glutted with spectacular "capexcept education. Education ma- sule summaries" in sensational and notand is instrumental on this year's schools
assisting in community tutoring too-accurate magazines, most people are
jors
graduation
course critique. Upon
projects continuously stressed no math caught up somewhere between science
in June, he plans to work for Boe- on their applications. While the quality fiction and the hard core facts of their
ing until joining the Navy.
of literary courses improved, scientific own time.This is unacceptable at a time
By

RAY PANKO

three hundred years ago,
Western civilization began to
split into two dominant cultures. One
was characterizedby education rooted in
science and technology. The other, which
formed the mainstream of modern occidental life, might be termed the literary-

ABOUT

when the problems we face extend far
beyond the realm of academic interest.
"Killer smogs" are no longer science fiction. The red tides which periodically
wash our coastlines appear to be largely
our own creation. Rachel Carson predicted that we would begin to see animals
dying for no apparent reason. This has
already happened, and we seem to be
beyond th:s. Birth defects due to LSDinduced gene splitting have now been
observed. The meteoric rise of respiratory illnesses in the last five years
appears to be closely tied to air pollution.
Modern civilization has somehow managed to grow without developing a mature attiude toward technology. In each
—
previous phase of human existence as
man went from hunter to food-gatherer
to food producer— the individual members had to evolve a working understanding of their surroundings. With
today's specialization, the individual has
to face only a small portion of these
problems by himself. This creates a
crisis when community action is called
for on a technological problem.
Before formal initiation, Indian youths
were led into the forest by their fathers
and taught to understand it. The whole
ritual of initiation stressed the personal
relationship of each man and his immediate environment. Today, few fathers
prepare their sons to move from the
family into a technological civilization.
Because of this, we are reacting to our
problems either as sheep, cowering in
psychological paralysis, or as cornered
rodents, slashing out in rage with no
real effects. Our social behavior is that
of hairless apes as if our human ability
to survive and adapt has been frozen.
THOSE SCIENTISTS who are aware
of these problems have no great love for
the "wise protector" image. Both technological and social scientists have continually demanded that education be
changed from a compartmentalized to a
humanistic process in which the development of survival skills would be increased rather than slowly allowed to
die.
Today there are too few technical men
to act as teachers or to solve our most
pressing problems. Commercial industry
alone is pulling in as many men as possible. A graduate of Seattle University
may start in industry for almost $10,000
per year.
Yet even industry is short of men. In

-
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Shared Responsibility Proposed
which rests with the people, and as
(Continued troni pajie 3)
fallacy of Nazi Germany's doctors was such, with those who have been elected
that their experiments directly intended lor making such decisions.
the —death of their subjects— or at very
best never even concerned themselves
ON AUGUST 2, 1939, Albert Einstein
with the question. The scientific method wrote a letter- to President Franklin
is a servant of man, not a captor or Roosevelt to draw the president's atexecutioner. Its methods must be free to tention to the possibility of an atomic
seek truth wherever it may be found, bomb and to urge 'him to start research
but the means involved does not enjoy on the project. Einstein's
actions were
such a license. The means belong to the perfectly appropriate because
he disalone;
individual scientist and to him
to the electedhead of government
and as such, they are governed by no closed
public importance on which
special set of ethics except those which a matter of
the
decision
was not his but the Presigovern all men.
dent's to make.
However, the scientist cannot permit
HOWEVER, THE products of science
belong not only to the scientist but also himself to be seduced by government
to the society m which he lives. These into things that he considers wrong. He
products, for all the monumental deci- cannot delegate his personal responsibilsions which face man today, have al- ity to a nebulus "state" that claims all
ways been sponsored or at least con- responsibility for the use of scientifictrolled by government. Only govern- products after they are discovered.
ment can afford the countless man hours
EDWARD TELLER was one of the top
and sprawling acres of concrete buildings which research demands, and the men m atomic physics before World War
military guard and rigorous security 11. He had severe moral reservations
about working on the atomic bomb, but
that thermonuclear weapons require.
after hearing an address to American
But m essential concepts,
— a governby President Roosevelt, he
ment is for and by a people even m the scientists
was convinced that he should continue to
of
Communist
Russia
or
Red
China
case
work on the bomb. "You who are the
—and as such, the responsibility of scientists may
have been told that you
scientific products lies with the scientist are m part responsible
for the debacle
and the people.
of today
but Iassure you that it is
The scientist as an individual cannot not the scientists .
who are responmake decisions Which belong to the na- sible
Surely it is time for our Rewhole,
tion as a
nor can he take upon publics
to use every knowledge,every
himself the responsibility for a decision science we possess
You and I, m the
long run, if it be necessary, will act together and defend by every means at
our command, our science, our culture,
our American freedom and our civilzation."
The responsibility of the individual
scientist comes m his ability— his freedom—to choose not to work on certain
projects. In short, the scientist should
be permitted to become a conscientious
objector. It would seem that this is a
the last 10 years, microelectronics and somewhat superfluous request here m
other glamor industries have given us America where the scientist cannot be
the same increase m industrial power as forced to work on something which he
the entire previous century. Complete does not wish; but the problem is not
radio circuits, including transistors and that simple.
diodes, can now be produced for about
DR. JACOB Bronowski, a top scientist
a dollar apiece. A dozen of these circuits
can fit on a postage stamp. Yet there are who has done much atomic research for
many unsolved problems m this field and both Britian and Che U.S., pointed out
m other fields. Ideas increase approxi- the real problem:
mately exponentially, while development
"The responsibility of government is
depends strongly on manpower.To solve to create the conditions m which a
modern problems, we need state-of-the- scientist can say no to projects m which
art technology. Yet we have passed the he does not want to take part. He
point where we can comfortably handle must even be able to give advice which
is distasteful to those m authority, and
our own inventions.
still must not be hounded out of public
ALTHOUGH THE situation is bad, the life or prevented from making a living.
Western scientists had become unbelievIn all countries Che serious threat to
ablyproductive,as evidenced by the fact scientists who have once touched the
that major product developments seldom fringes of secret subjects is that they are
involve more than five scientists on a then caught m something from which
single project. We also have well- they can never escape again. They do
developed solutions available for many not get a passport m case somebody
captures them. They cannot get a job
of our pressing problems.
For example, we can currently turn a because, if they do not want to do this,
pound of g.isoline into a pound of pure then they are too dangerousor awkward
protein m less than 48 hours. We can to be trusted with anything else. This
produce it on industrial scales at the cost is what we must prevent governments
of about a nickel a pound; steak protein, from doing, and this can only be preby the opinion of quite ordinary
m contrast, costs about six dollars a vented
pound. With less than two percent of the citizens."
world's yearly production of petroleum,
THE LATE Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer,
we could feed the entire world a comfortable diet. If you wonder why you one of the fathers of the atomic bomb,
have never he^rd of this process devel- dissented so much after President Truoped by Gulf Oil and British Petroleum, man's decision to use the bomb during
World War II and later, during the
you are getting my point.
bomb tests of the 50's, that the governexactly
This— article must end
where it ment revokedall
his security clearances.
began with the problems of our own As a consequence,
he could no longer
day. It must end facing the spectre of an work m atomic physics,
except as a prounexplainable
almost
manpower short- fessor at
University.
Princeton
age. But it also ends with the hope that
The final and perhaps most important
science and humanism may yet be seen
consideration
m deciding who bears the
essentially
uncontestably
as
and
united. burden of scientific
advancement is
For the problem of humanism
is
essen—
tially the same problem how can man somethingDr. Brownowski touched upon,
live meaningfully within his natural sur- "the opinion of quite ordinary citizens."
The collective responsibility for the
roundings?
of scientific products lies with the
use
cannot
a
Man
live m
world of un- people
and their elected delegates.When
bridled complexity. In the end, he still
a senator or representativeor even preslives as he did m the forest. Every leaf ident
takes office, it is because the nais more complex than his most advanced
theory; but man learned to understand tion places their trust m him as someone
and use trees, soil and food. He can also who grasps,among otherthings, the scale
If the elected
learn to understand that smog is to be of scientific advancement.
conquered rather than feared, and th.U official seems to be mishandling or misdirecting the scientists m their work or
lung disease, like any animal, can be de- their final products,
then it is for the
stroyed if he will learn to carve the people to demand new courses of action
or new officials. To permit the scientist
weapons.

—

—
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ceded

..
. ..

to decide what can or cannot be used
as a weapon of warfare or an operation
to prolong life, just because he happens
to know more about the subject, is an
injustice to society. The individual
scientist is not the keeper of the public
conscience, because it is neither his job
nor his right.

TO DELEGATE, then, the prime responsibility of our technological world
to the government, and ultimately to the
people, seems a clever way for scientists
collectively to wash their hands of all
responsibility and obligation for some
of their more ugly brainchildren. On the
contrary, since the people are responsible for electing officials and the officials for making final
— decisions, then
it is for the scientists individually and
collectively to educate the peoplem the
scale, magnitude, and methodof science.
This is no small responsibility, for it
means that the real home of the scientist
should not be the laboratory but rather
the public forum. He must explain to
the public m terms which they understand what goes on m his laboratory,
what it means to them, and what its
future possibilities are.
Only a welNinformed public can intelligently choose its leaders. Thus the
scientist must become a man of communication, human understanding and
human values. In short, a true, practical
humanist.

—

cars with "self-adjusting brakes." To
the lay populace this simply meant that
brake adjustment was no longer required. However, the actual mechanism
tightened the brake shoes every time the
car was moved m reverse. For the person who did more than the average
amount of backing up, this permitted the
brakes to over-tighten and lock all four
wheels of the car. This indeed did happen and the automobile manufacturers
had use new mechanisms to circumvent
this. If the populace had understood the
actual process of this mechanism, they
might have avoided the danger involved.
In the case of the car, one can correct
the deficiency or buy a new one. But
m the arms race there might not be a
second chance.
Linus Pauling and Albert Einstein
have won Nobel Prizes for their work m
chemistry and physics, and they have
also received Nobel peace prizes for
their efforts to inform the world at large
of the impending disaster of a continued
thermonuclear arms race.
UNDOUBTEDLY, atomic weaponspre-

the most grave and far-reaching
problems that the twentieth century has
yet had to face. More men like Pauling
and Einstein are needed to bridge the
gap between scientific advancement and
the layman's knowledge of it. Likewise,
the general populationcan no longer defer the understanding of science to their
sons and daughters who will study it m
A SCIENTIST who does not play this college some day. They must use whatrole is neglectinghis responsibility.After ever abilities they have to understand
all, science produced the technological the workings and limitations of science.
problems with which our world is faced.
Few people doubt that science willconIn educating the public, the scientist tinue to advance,but many are pessimismust first correct a number of common tic about the problems which it presents.
fallacies. For example,m the past, news Solutions to the problems are the responmedia has often used the phrase "cobalt sibility of both the scientists and the
bomb." This is a technical term for a populace. Neglected responsibility on
piece of medical equipment. But the the part of either one will mean failure.
public is laboring under the illusion that
it is a thermonuclear doomsday device.
The scientist's next task is to explain
The Journeyman
what is possible and whatis not possible
m science. In the field of medicine this
Vol. VI, No. 4
corresponds to the practibility and probability of human brain transplants. In
a supplement to The Spectator. The opinions
the field of physics, it might mean that, expressed herein are not necessarily those of
for all the discussion of parity and time The Journeyman or Spectator staffs. Students,
reversal, large objects such as human faculty members and administrators are inbeings cannot travel backwards m time.
vited to submit manuscripts of 1,000 to 3,500
discipline
Each scientific
has its own words on topics of contemporary significance
limitations. The scientist must destroy and interest to the University community.
the notion that all things are possible
Journeyman editorswith enough time and money.
sent

—

THE LAYMAN seldom understands the
mechanisms behind scientific discoveries. He reads the instructions, pushes
the necessary buttons and confidently
expects the advertised result. But this
attitude may lead to danger. For example, several years ago, the major
automobilemanufacturers equipped their

Judy Young, Ron Perry
Art Work—

Br. Richard Ibach
TypistJoanne Rappe
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An Eclipseof Einstein?

The Heavens Will Tell

By BRUCE BUSHMAN
1\EATH is threatening Albert
U Einstein's general relativity
theory of gravitation.
Several experiments are now being
launched m a dramatic effort to decide
between Einstein's general relativity and
the "scalar-tensor" theory of Robert H.
Dicke and CarlBrans.
Experimenters are launching clocks
and gyroscopes into orbit around Earth,
are bouncing radar off Venus and Mercury, and are watching groups of stars
and quasars as they pass behind the

-

sun.
What m the world is the meaning of
all this? To give the small answer which
follows, it is necessary to tour briefly
the worldsof Einstein's relativity, Dicke
and Brans' modification, and the new
experiments. We then will be able to
interpret our little tally-sheets when the
results come m.

EINSTEIN'S relativity developed as
two stages: his special theory (1905),
followed by his general theory (1916).
The former deals only with uniform motion motion with constant speed and
direction. The latter theory can grapple
even with accelerated motion— motion
for which speed or direction changes.
Hence, the general theory embraces
even the motion associated with gravity.
Both parts of relativity, by disavowing
certain conditions, have introduced new
interrelations which wrench the aura of
absoluteness from some concepts and
give it to others. What motivated the
general theory is best understood by first
examining the aesthetic spirit which
loomed above the special theory.
Special relativity was an answer to a
puzzling array of nineteenth century discoveries, involving Maxwell's equations
and experiments such as those at the
University of Berlin and later m America by Michelson and Morley. The response of relativity can be arranged m
more than one way. Here, let me present the foundation of Einstein's special
theory as these two postulates:
1. No physical experiment can ever
tell which of two observers is "more at
rest,' 'while they are both uniformly
moving and traveling relative to each

—

other.

2. Light's speed is independent of the
motion of its source.
A corollary is Einstein's deduction
that the speed of any light pulse appears
the same to all uniformly moving ob-

servers.

HOW RADICAL these foundations of
the special theory are, can easily be illustrated. Consider the thought-experiment of the Seattle Rapid Transit.
Seattle citizens, m an enthusiasm surpassed only by their enthusiasm for open
housing legislation, have arranged a
special celebration for the rapid transit.
On the special night we assemble m a
grandstand erected beside the transit
line. As the train travels by, we see that
a physicist m the train is standing and
holding a flashlight ready to shine downward. Just when he passes across from
us, he flashes a light pulse which travels
down to a mirror laid at his feet and
then is reflected back to the flashlight.
Both we and the physicist have clocked
the time taken by the light pulse to make
its round-trip, and we decide to calculate the speed of light by dividing the
distance of the light's trip by our time
measurement.

We m the grandstand saw the pulse
travel m a path shaped like a "V," and
include this m our consideration of distance. However, the physicist saw the
pulse travel m a straight path vertically,
and hence he considers the path to be a
bit shorter than we do. His consideration is valid according to Einstein's two
postulates. Also, Einstein's corollary requires that the physicist's calculation of
light's speed agree withours.
A tremendous surprise results. Since
the physicist had a shorter distance, he
must have a shorter time. A shorter
time must have elapsed on his clock during the light's journey, so that his calcu-

lation for light's speed agrees with our
value. We can even discover Einstein's
famous formula for the ratio of the two
times, if we compare paths by using the

goes two relativistic changes of its

orientation. One alteration is due to the
satellite's orbital motion. The other is
due to rotation of Earth's mass.

Pythagorean theorem for right triangles.
A voice from 500 B.C. !
THERE ARE difficulties with the illustration above. Yet the Clock Paradox of
special relativity can be sketched thus:
A clock passing with constant velocity
relative to us seems to be operating
more slowly than an identical clock at
rest relative to us. Furthermore, Einstein's postulates require symmetry so
that, to the physicist, our clock appears
the slower, when we flash light at a mirror laid at our feet, and the physicist
considers us to be moving. This line of
reason'ng is supported by its correct
predictions of effects m the clockworkdecay of high-velocity mesons, and m
recent tests using the discovery of the
German physicist R. L. Mossbauer to
measure the loss of a hundredth of a
tick m a million million.
I will not discuss the contraction of
length, nor the increase of mass, nor the
equivalence between mass and energy,
which now are everyday experiences of
high-energy physics. Rather, what is
important, here, is the aesthetic spirit
which seized Einstein and motivatedhis
masterpiece, the general theory. Special
relativity had successfully unfolded a
scheme by which no experiment can ever
tell which of two observers is "more at
rest," while they are moving uniformly.
But despite this victory, it annoyed Einstein that, m a sense, uniformly moving
systems "seemed to occupy a privileged
position, which made the use of coordinate systems moving m other ways appear artificial."
General relativity was an answer to
Einstein's question: "Are not the laws
of nature so constituted that they are not
materially simplified through the choice
of any one particular set of coordinates?"

Bruce Bushman, a junior physics
major from Laguna Beach. California, looks forward to another
year at S.U. He is publicity director of the physics dub and has
demonstrated his humanism by
publishing m Fragments.

at rest relative to us. The other effect
is the general theory's prediction that
a clock would be slower-paced when
lower-placed into a gravity field.
These effects are predicted to be valid
for biological processes. If so, then an
astronaut would age only 28 years during a trip to Andromeda Galaxy while
two million years elapsed on Earth. He
need only accelerate at one g for 'half
the trip (attaining lightlike speeds m
about a year), and decelerate after midpoint (where his top speed would be
0.999 999 999 999 the speed of light).
Gravitational waves are also implied
by general relativity. A one-meter rod,
spinning about its center-point as rapidly
as stresses allow, would radiate power
at the rate of 10- T watt. So weak is the
effect, even from celestial events, that
THIS NOTION has just been given no hope of detection was possible until
new expression by James Anderson. He the experiments of Joseph Weber today.
makes the distinction of "absolute" obOne attractive feature of gravity is
jects which (unlike dynamical objects) this fact: A uniform gravitational field
have no part m identifying a particular gives an identical acceleration to every
physical situation. General-relativistic particle. Carefully drop a handful of
theories have their coordinate trans- pebbles, and they fall together. Carefully
formations as a unique species of their drop a sky-diver, and all parts of him
covariance group, namely a "symmetry fall together, without need for new ingroup" so that their coordinate transfor- ternal stresses (ignoring air resistance).
group" so that their coordinate trans- Hence, if we could generate proper gravformations will leave the absolute ob- itational fields to accelerate our astrojects of the theory unchanged. How nauts, instead of relying on rockets, then
tempting it is to speak of Einstein's we could give them tremendous acceltheory of "absolutivity"!
erations without causing the slightest
At the heart of Einstein's general discomfort.
theory is his Equivalence Principle. It
WHAT DIFFERENCE is there m the
states that any localized effect by gravity is equivalent to that due to an appro- Dicke-Brans theory of gravitation? Einpriate acceleration. He was tempted to stein drew from geometr c inventions by
this sweeping assertion by his fascina- Carl Fredrich Gauss, Bernhard Riemann,
tion with the inseparability of the iner- and Hermann Minkowski. Einstein used
tial and gravitationalproperties of mat- their geometric clothing to dress the
ter. This inseparability was confirmed tensor calculus of his theory. The Dicketo extraordinary accuracy by a Hungar- Brans theory cannot fit into purely geometric clothing. Also, Brans and Dicke
ian, Baron Roland von Eotvos.
The Equivalence Principle led Ein- have concluded that Einstein's theory
stein to a revolutionaryprediction. Con- is not fully relativistic m the sense of
sider a flashlight mounted levelly m an Ernest Mach's principle that the mass
elevator. If the flashlight is turned on of any body should depend upon the diswhile the elevator accelerates upward, tribution of matter throughout the rest
then the light beam will seem curved of the universe.
to any passenger with perfect sight. But
But these are consequences of the
the Equivalence Principle requires that Dicke-Brans modification. What really
this acceleration effect could be dupli- provokes their departure
from Einstein
—
cated by gravity alone. Einstein even is Dicke's Scalar the spoiler is the
calculated the deflection by the gravity scalar. The scalar is an additional field
of the massive sun on closely passing which Dicke adds to Einstein's space,
starlight, and he predicted the effect to m order to better explain the advance of
be observable. The actual observation Mercury's orbit and Dicke's observation
soon put Einstein m limelight.
of an unusual flattening of the sun. In
one sense, Dicke's Scalar is not a spoiler
RELATIVITY predicts two effects on at all. It enables his theory to accomthe tempo of any time-piece which other- modate Mach's principle. The disagreewise would operate independentlyof how ment between the Einstein form and the
it is carried around. Such a time-piece Ricke-Brans form of relativistic graviis what Einstein means by "clock," and tation is not yet resolved.
measurement-by-clock is what he means
The new experiments being launched
by "time." The first time-effect is the to seek decisive evidence are no less
special theory's conclusion (above) that than five m number.
a clock travelling with constant velocity
The first observes a ball spinning
relative to us would seem to be operat- within a satellite. According to Leoning more slowly than nn identical clock ard Schiff, a gyroscope m orbit under-

IRWIN SHAPIRO m the second test
has already been bouncing radar pulses
off planets as they pass behind the massive sun. The sun's gravity, according
to relativity, will affect the speed of the
radar so as to increase the time delay
between tranmission and detection.
H. A. Hill and Carl Zanoni will measure the apparent distance between two
stars as the sun moves past their line
of sight. The sun's gravity, according
to relativity, should deflect the starlight
by predicted amounts.
Another test will monitor the separation between quasars ("quasi-stellar
radio sources") while one passes near
the sun.
The fifth experiment will measure
time's dependence upon gravitational
potential energy. Norman Ramsey and
colleagues are planning to compare the
rate of a clock on the earth to one m a
satellite m synchronous orbit above the
ground-level clock. Hydrogen masers
will set the tempos. Being tested is the
applicability of the Equivalence Principle to time. Fist fights? 1969.
HOW SHALL WE interpret our tallysheets as the results come m? What
implications are possible?
First, a coupe de grace may be delivered by the (Everitt-Fairbank) gyroscope experiment which is expected to
<Jecide unambiguously between the theories, because predictions by general
relativity differ from those by a number
of alternative theories of gravitation.
Secondly, if Shapiro's radar signals
experience a delay greater than that
predicted by general relativity, then both
Einstein and Dicke-Brans will be disproved! However, if the delay is smaller
than that predicted by general relativity,
then Dicke-Brans could remain accepted.
The above implications for delay m
Shapiro's experiment are analogous to
the implications for deflection m both
the star test and the quasar observation.
Finally, Ramsey's test of time's dependence on gravity will mainly investigate the Equivalence Principle more
closely than did an earlier experiment
which used the Mossbauer-effect and
validated predictions within one per
cent.
Recent months have hosted lively gymnastics m the arena of science. Farewells were bid late last year to prominent theories: to the Evolution of Physical Constants, and to the Steady State
Universe. The gene theory of heredity
is being given a shake-down by D. L.
Nanney. Meanwhile, gaming and game
theory are continuing to be explored and
a course m modernscience for European
politicians is being contemplated by
CERN. John Wheeler is working to unite
Einstein's geometrical relativity with
quantum theory to produce a "quantum
relativity". Yukawa and Katayama are
discussing the interior of elementary
particles. George Stroke is refiningholographic techniques for making threedimensional movies, and for salvaging
poorly focused photographs.
PLANS HAVE been designed for massproduction of protein from petroleum,
coal, and limestone; and the end-product has passed ethnic barriers m tests
by the U.N. New support has accumulated for the bizarre theory of continental drift. Will a continental rift split
the province of gravitation m the next
few years? Even Dicke is unsure.
While all the presently available observations appear to favor the scalartensor theory over General Relativity,
neither the observations nor the interpretations are secure. In fact, either
one or both of these theories could be

wrong.

Perhaps relativity will survive; perhaps neither will live on. But a word
of counsel. Even should the Dicke-Brans
theory emerge to announce the death
of Einstein's general relativity, the New
Order will draw upon a rich inheritance.
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Baseballers Notch Two More Wins
fully retired the Pilots to preserve the victory for Lemon,
who now has an impressive 6-0

record.
The second game got underway explosively as both teams
scored in the earlyinnings. Portland scored one run in the top
half of the first, but the Chiefs
came back with four in the bottom half of the inning to gain
a lead that they never relinquished.

The S.U. baseball team ex-

tended its season record to 13-1
Saturday by taking a doubleheader from Portland University
8-6 and 11-3. In the first game
the Chieftains held a seemingly

secure 8-1 lead going into the
seventh (last) inning when the
Pilots exploded for five runs.
JEFF LEMON, who started
for the Chiefs, was replaced by
freshman reliever Tom Couples

THE CHIEFS scored another
run in the second inning and six
in the third as they coasted to
an 11-3 triumph. Ed LaBissioniere pitched the entire game for
S.U. to gain his third win against
no defeats.
The next Chieftain gameis this
afternoon at 1 p.m. when the
Chiefs face the U.W. Huskies
in a doubleheader at the Huskies' field.

Netmen Stretch Record to 8-5
In the feature match of the
city duel betweenU.W. and S.U.,
our own Tom Gorman downed
Dick Knight 3-6, 6-4, 6-4, in a
hard fought contest that started
on the Chief's home courts at
Evergreen and finished on the
home courts of the Huskies.
Although we won that battle,
we lost the war by the incompleted match score of 5-2. Brian
Parrott's 6-3, 6-0 win over John
Grimes accounted for the other
S.U. point. But the Chiefs, improving with every outing, are
looking forward to the May 11th
rematch to be played at the
SeattleTennis Club.
Last Friday the Chiefs hosted
a strong Universityof Utah team
in which the hosts came out on
the short end 7-2. Gorman and

number-four man Glenn Gertsmar both posted victories. Warren Farmer almost pulled off
a big upset for the Chiefs as he

team handed the Chiefs
their only two defeats.

one of

"

# Two Sports for Mike

Guard m Centerfield
By TERRY ZAREMBA

Mike O'Brien is one of those nowadays rare college
athletes who participates in two inter-collegiate sports.
In fact—he is the only athlete at S.U. who's presently a
dualist a basketball and a baseball player.
O'Brien, came to S.U. three years ago with glowing
credentials. He was a three-sport (football, basketball
and baseball) man at Santa Clara High School in Oxnard, Cal., and was all-league ineach.
His freshman year Mike was a starting guard for
the Papooses and he broke in as a catcher and first-baseman in baseball. Last year O'Brien saw only spot duty
in basketball, but when he transferred to the "little ball"
he batted a solid .317.
Steve Looney, who, like O'Brien, was a guard on the
basketball team, played baseball for the last three years
but is not playing presently
due to an ankle injured
during the basketball sea-

The other matches this weekend will be at the Boeing Tenhad 5 match points against Lari nis Club on Saturday, and a secHammel, a fine player from the ond Portland University contest
Rocky Mountain area, but could- Sunday. All these will be played
Junior O'Brein was the
out at the Evergreen Tennis
n't quite pull it out.
guard" of the Chiefs
Club
which
is
on
12th
"third
posted
located
The Chiefs have
five
victories intermittingly between Ave. S. just to the west of the last season. He would often
the U.W. and Utah matches, de- Sea-Tac Airport.
enter the game for Looney
feating Idaho 7-2, Portland U.,
or Tom Little and instill
6-3, the Evergreen Tennis Club
new life in the Chieftain at5-3, Olmpic J.C., 7-0 and yestertack with his deft ballhandday downing YakimaValley College 7-0.
ling and tremendous hustle.
The Raquetters now stand at
HE WAS most impressive
8-5 with three matches coming
Boosting their record to 3-3-1, this season against Seattle
up this weekend. The big one the Chieftain golfers defeated nais scheduled for Friday after- tionally ranked San Diego State Pacific when his second
noon at the Evergreen Tennis 25-11 on April 9. The same day, half performance was inClub against the Oregon State they tied Cal State at Los An- strumental in whittling
UniversityBeavers. TheOSU net geles, defending champs of the down a 14-point Falcon (
Northern California Intercolle- lead. O'Brien also came ■
giate Tourney, 18-18. Tom Rudy
was the medalist for the day through with flying colors
MIKEO'BRIEN
with a round of 72.
in the Chiefs' last game
Competing in the Northern against Texas-El Paso. Loonc-y was mjuicu <mu uwnu
California Intercollegiate Tour- did a good job filling in for the team captain.
nament April 11 to 13, the Chiefs
S.U. baseball coach Eddie O'Brien (no relation) says
finished only 26th out of a field
of 29 after 18 holes. The team that Mike is "a great hustler he gets out there and realcame bouncing back for the last ly goes." Mike is the starting centerfielder on the Chieftwo rounds, however, and fintain baseball team.
ished ninth for the tournament.
O'Brien has gotten off to a good start this year in
Brigham Young University took
baseball.
So far in 14 games he's swatted out 18 hits in 49
place.
first
at
bat for a .367 average. Included in that total
Tom Rudy led the squad with times
a 54-hole total of 237, followed is a double and a triple.
by Jerry Jonson with 240, HarCOACH O'BRIEN says that Mike is "a good defenrison Jewell at 243, Roy Short
with 244, Mike Friel at 245, and sive outfielder with a good arm." Statistics tend to bear
SKI ROYALTY: Joan Dellwo and Bill Robinson were Tom Snell with 249. The Chief- this out as centerfielder O'Brien has 22 putouts to his
tain's next stop is Portland, Ore- credit, but no errors.
named Snow Queen and Abominable Snowman, respec- gon,
where they will compete
tively, of the S.U. Ski Club. The couple reigned over the against
Despite his sports activities,O'Brien,a history major,
Portland State College
spring
Club's ski vacation at Todd Mountain over
break. on April 19.
has accumulated a 3.25 g.p.a.

Golf Team
Victorious

—
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"" I always

say a penny savedis a penny to be proud
of —especially if you can save iton low-cost checks. 99
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every type of corsage

# special student prices
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Repair, Renovate:

SMOKE SIGNALS

Brothers Construct Salvation

tute a flying squad of carpenters who roam the Oregon prov-

ince from Alaska to the California border, building and
maintaining the physical plants
of Jesuit institutions. Each
brother has a specialty to contribute to the team. Brother
Wood is an electrician. Brother
St. Marie is an expert cabinet
maker. Brother Oilman is the
troupe's plumber.
The crew has done work m
Idaho, Montana, and Fairbanks,
Alaska. They have erected two
additionsto Jesuit faculty houses
at Jesuit High School m Portland; constructed a new gym
and swimming pool at Mt. St.
Michael major seminary m Spokane; and built a new faculty
wing at Bellarmine Prep m
Tacoma.
The size of the working team
Jesuit brothers at work on the LoyalaAnnex
has grown from two to seven,
By SUE JAMS
Loyala annex and The Spectator since its founding m 1954 by Fr.
Ancient Boards creaked and building were brothers Jim Henry Schulteis, S.J.
dilapidated porches gave way Wood, S.J., Vie Ortman, S.J.,
this week, as seven Jesuit lay Louis St. Marie, S.J., Andy
brothers began the removal of Schantz, S.J., Marion Melius,
S.J., Randy Macllvain, S.J.,
the rotten wood on campus.
Students planning t o attend
Disassembling sagging porch- and John Huck, S.J.
schools
summer quarter are rees and applying paint to the
The coveralled clerics consti- minded to see faculty advisers before the end of May. Next Monday
registration numbers will be assigned as an approved program of
study is presented at the office of
the registrar. The procedure must
be completed before May 30th.

Official Notices

Members Assent to
Grant Full Allotment

from page 1)
a question fromLane Smith, Hindery acknowledged that The
Spectator would "exist at the
sufferance of the ASSU."
2. Is there ASSU money held
savings acm The Spectator'sirregularities
counts? Are there
m the accounts?
Palandri and Miss Grady explained the nature of the $2500
savings accounts as threefold.
First, they said, a fund was provided for payment of an obscure
state tax, should it be required.
Second, another fund is kept for
(Continued

repayment of subscribers, should

the newspaper ever be forced
shut down m mid-year.

to

Third, a Spectator Scholarship
fund, established with gifts from
ex-Specs, is maintained on in-

terest from the yearly ASSU

allotments, which are deposited

m

the account until needed.
Hindery objected to the use
of the allotment to garner interest, and the fact that no
immediate breakdown was available on the amounts m the two
contingency funds.
"If that money is accrued interest on ASSU allotments, then
it is ASSU money," Hindery asstered. He hinted later that he
felt some of prior ASSU allotments had been held back m
the account, disguised as interest.
The savings account issue was

Students who have incomplete*
from winter quarter, 1968, must
officially remove the "I" by April
26th. The incomplete removal card
must be obtained from the Registrar, the removal fee of $5 paid at
the treasurer's office, the class
work completed and the removal
card submitted to the instructor
before the deadline. The instructor
representatives; past experi- will enter the grade and return the
to the registrar's office. Inences have shown that the pur- card
complete cards bearing the grades
chase-order system is too bulky will not be accepted from stuand slow for day-to-day news- dents.
paper operations.
To be considered official, the incard is to be
All past difficulties have been complete removal
m the registrar's office by
cleared up, Hindery argued, filed
26th, or the grade of "E"
with the arrival of the new Aprilautomatically
wi'l
be entered m
treasurer, Tom Cossette. The
the student's record.
procedures are now so efficient
that they would actually benefit
The Spectator, he said.

later dropped, on the condition
that The Spectator make "some
accounting" of the contingency
funds.
3. Would the University purchase order system be workable
for a newspaper?
No, asserted the Spectator

-

Catholic Inquiry Class
Will Begin Tomorrow

Inquiry "Discussions on Catholicism" will begin this Thursday, April 18th. Fr. Joseph Maguire and Fr. John Warner, will
lead discussions derived from A
New Catechism (New York, Herder & Herder, 1967). Open to all,
the series will be aimed primarily at "engaged or about-tobe-engaged couples concerned
about their religious differences."
Reservations will be accepted at
Fr. Maguire's office, EA 3-9400.
ext. 212.
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

GIRLS WANTED to fill entertainment
positions. 18 years or older. No
dancing experience needed. Pays
up to $45 per evening. Wnte P.O.
Box 403, Everett, Wa. 98201.

umE League BasebaM Coach. De.
pendable, have wheels, available
affer 3
2 days a week. Week-

IMMEDIATE work and income
□art-time basis now!
FULL-TIME SUMMER

.

d f
Fof info ca|, EA 9.33 |8
affer 6 pm or before 7:30 a-m
No experience oecessary.

on

Use your education m our pleasaot,
dignified work. Career management training program available to
those who qualify. For interview
call Mr. Shields.
EA 3-6136
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MOTOR WORK
BRAKES
BODY and
FENDER REPAIR

EA 4-6050

1130 Broadway

Friday

Tomorrow

Meetings

Meetings

Governor Evans, 11 a.m. Pigott
Auditorium.

Campus Committee for McCar-

OnCampus

Max

With

Shulman

(By theauthor of "RallyRound theFlag,Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

WAS KEATS THE 808 DYLAN
OF HIS DAY?

Who was the greatest of the English Romantic PoetsByron, Shelley or Keats? This question has given rise to
many lively campus discussions and not a few stabbings.
Let us todaytry to find ananswer.
First, Keats (or The Louisville Slugger, as he is commonly called.) Keats' talent bloomed early. While still a
schoolboyat St. Swithin's he wrotehis epic lines:
get an apple,
// / am goodI
So I
don't whistle m the chapel.
From this distinguished beginning he went on to write
another 40 millionpoems, an achievementall the more remarkable when you consider that he was only five feet
tall! Imention this fact only to show that physical problems never keep the true artistfrom creating. Byron, for
example,was lame. Shelley suffered from prickly heat all
winterlong. Nonetheless, these three titans of literature
never stopped writing poetry for one day.
Nor did they neglect their personallives. Byron, a devil
with the ladies, was expelled from Oxford for dipping
Nell Gwynne's pigtails m an inkwell. (This later became
known as Guy Fawkes Day.) He left England to fight m
the Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from his mind, as evidenced by these immortallines :
Howsplendid it is to fight for the Greek,
don't enjoy it half as much as dancing cheek to
But I
cheek.
While Byron fought m Greece, Shelley stayed m England, where he became razor sharpener to the Duke of
Gloucester. Shelley was happy m his work, as we know
from his classic poem, Hail to thee, blithe strop, but no
matter howhe triedhe was neverableto get a proper edge
on the Duke's razor, and he was soon banished to
Coventry. (This later became known as The Industrial
Revolution.)

One wondershow Shelley's life—and the course of English poetry—would have differedif Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades hadbeen invented 200 years earlier.For
Personna,is a blade that needs no stropping, honing or
whetting. It's sharp when you get it, and sharp it stays
through shave after luxury shave. Here truly is a blade
fit for a Duke or a freshman. Moreover, this Personna,
this jewel of theblade-maker'sart, this boon to the cheek
and bounty to the dewlap, comes to you both m doubleedge style and Injector style. Get some now during "Be
Kind to Your Kisser Week."
But Idigress. Byron,Isay, was m Greece and Shelley
m England. Meanwhile Keats went to Rome to try to
grow. Who does not rememberhis wistfullyric:
Although I
am only five feet high,
Some dayIwill look m an elephant'seye.
ButKeats did notgrow.His friends, Shelley and Byron,
touched to the heart, rushed to Rome to stretch him. This
too failed. Then Byron, ever the ladies man, took up with
LucreziaBorgia, Catherine of Aragon, and Annie Oakley.
Shelley, a more domestictype, stayed home with his wife
Mary and wrotehis famous poem:
/ love to stay home with themissus and write,
And hug her andkissher and give her a bite.

JUST REMEMBER

CLASSICAL guitar lessons. All Levels. Capitol Hill. EA 2-2644.

**
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Meeting
Sigma Kappa Phi, board, 6:30
p, mi ]J3 Library,
Sigma Kappa Phi, general, 7
pm 1 13 Library.

NERVOUS.

SUITORS HAVE

-«t_

Meetings

Brock Adams Coffee Hour, 11
a.m.-noon, Bellarmine Snack Bar.
Gamma Sigma Phi, board, 6:45
p.m., Chieftain Lounge.
Gamma Sigma Phi, 7 p.m.,
Chieftain Lounge.

IF YOU'RE FEELING

FIVE GENERATIONS

"We Repair All Makes"

International Relations Club,
7;30.
9
Library Rll2. General

w^i:...

$176.

THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

-

lhy> 2 pm> 123 LA

Today

GIVEN DIAMONDS
FROM

Tiffany & Co.
233 POST STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

"
PHONE: 781-7000 ZIP: 94108
Please add 5% Stale sales lax

Mary Shelley finally got so tired of being bitten that
she went into another room and wrote Frankenstein.
Upon reading the manuscript, Shelley and Byron got so
scared they immediately booked passage home to England. Keats tried to go too, but he was so small that the
clerk at the steamship office couldn't see him over the top
of the counter. So Keats remained m Rome and died of
shortness.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot and then together composed this immortalepitaph:
GoodoldKeats, he might havebeen short,
But he wasa great Americanand a heck of a goodsport.

* *

*

©lW*. MaxShulman

Truth,not poetry, is the concern of Personna, and we
tell you truly that you'll not find a belter shaving combination than Personna and Burma-Shave, regular or
menthol.

